Atom Interferometric Gravitational-wave (GW) Space Observatory (AIGSO) is a mission concept mainly aimed at the middle-frequency (0.1 Hz -10 Hz) GW detection. AIGSO proposes to have three spacecraft in linear formation with extension of 10 km. The three spacecraft need to maintain 5 km + 5 km constant arm-length formation. In this study, we address the issue of orbit design and thruster requirement. The acceleration to maintain the formation can be designed to be less than 30 pm/s 2 and the thruster requirement is in the 30 nN range. Application to other arm-length-maintaining missions is also discussed.
Introduction
After the direct detection of high-frequency gravitational waves (GWs) from binary black holes 1 and from binary neutron stars, 2 activities on the middle-frequency GW detection have been significantly increased. The middle-frequency GW band classification (0.1 Hz -10 Hz) comes from it is in between the Earth-based high-frequency detectors and the space-borne low-frequency detectors (Doppler tracking of spacecraft, 3 LISA 4 and ASTROD 5, 6 ). The first middle-frequency laser-interferometric space GW detection concepts are DECIGO 7 and BBO. 8 The new low-frequency laser-interferometric space GW projects include TAIJI 9 and Tianqin. 10 The new middle-frequency laser-interferometric space GW projects include AMIGO 11, 12 and B-DECIGO. 13, 14 The middle-frequency GW proposals also include torsion-bar proposal TOBA, 15, 16 superconducting sensing proposal SOGRO 17, 18 and Doppler tracking proposal using optical clocks INO. 19 Several groups have made GW de-tection proposals 20-33, 36, 37 using atom interferometers (AI) after AIs have reached high precision. Earth-based proposals include Tino's, 25 AGIS, 26 MIGA, 31, 32 and ZAIGA. 36 Space-borne proposals include Stanford's proposals 27, 29, 30 and AIGSO.
33
In Ref. 33 , we have studied a new middle-frequency GW detection proposal, called the atom interferometric gravitational-wave space observatory (AIGSO). The proposal uses three drag-free satellites, with arm length of 10 km. Compared to Standford's proposals, 27, 29, 30 AIGSO uses atomic matter waves both as spacecraft links and interferometry readout. Compared to space-borne laser interferometric GW detectors, our scheme is much smaller in size. In this paper, we will focus on the issue of orbit design for AIGSO. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we give an overall description of AIGSO. In Section 3, we calculate the geodesic mission orbit. In Section 4, orbit correction and thruster requirement are discussed. Comments and conclusions are given in Section 5.
AIGSO

AIGSO configuration
A schematic diagram of AIGSO is given in Fig. 1 , where the length and width are denoted by L // and L ⊥ , respectively. The atomic source and the first standing light wave are produced in Satellite 1. The middle two standing light waves are hosted in Satellite 2. Satellite 3 is used to house the final standing light wave and the atom detection terminals A and B. Inside S/CI, the supersonic atomic beam is first produced with initial velocity v 0 . Then, the atomic beam is equally split into two beams by the first standing light wave. After a propagation time of
2v0cosα , the two atomic beams reach S/CII, and are reflected by the middle two standing light waves. With another propagation time T 2 , the two beams are recombined to complete the final interference. Complementary interference fringes can be formed in terminals A and B, where the GW induced signals can be read out.
The AIGSO proposes to have 3 S/Cs in a straight linear formation of 10 km (L // ) extension as shown in Fig. 1 . In our orbit calculation, we concern the two end S/C orbits, one is the atom sending satellite (S/CI in Fig. 1 ), another is atom receiving satellite (S/CIII in Fig. 1 ). Once these two S/Cs orbits are settled, the orbit of the middle satellite (Satellite II in Fig. 1 ) could be solved by interpolation. Hence, in the orbit design we need only consider the two end S/Cs.
Suppose the incoming h × -polarization GWs propagate along the direction orthogonal to the interferometer. Take h × = h e i(2πf t+φ0) , where h and f are the amplitude and frequency of the GW, respectively. φ 0 is the initial phase of the GW. The GW-induced phase shift is calculated to be
wherẽ
It is clear that Eq. (1) only depends on the parameters: L // , T , k l , and N . k l = 2π/λ l is the wavenumber of the standing light waves, and N is the number of photon momentum transfer to the atom. According to Ref., 33 we will take Argon as our example. The size of AIGSO is proposed to be L // = 10 4 m. The interrogation time is T=10 s. To split the Ar beam by angle α = 10 −4 rad, we need N = 10 and λ l = 810 nm. Shot noise is the fundamental limit on the detection sensitivity of any interferometric GW detector. For our AIGSO, the shot-noise-limited sensitivity,h sh (f ), can be easily calculated from Eq. (1),
where R is the flux intensity of the atomic beam, which is proposed to be R ∼ 10 16 atoms/s. The amplitude spectral density for the acceleration noise is
Supposing S
1/2
ac is about 3×10 −15 m · s −2 / √ Hz, which is the LISA requirement, 4 the sensitivity curve of AIGSO with the advanced LIGO (aLIGO), LISA and ASTROD-GW are shown in Fig. 2. 
Orbit Design
The purpose of mission orbit design for AIGSO is to have the arm lengths among three S/Cs satisfying the stability requirement. There are various methods to design the orbit which could be rotating around the Earth or Sun. In reference 37, a singlebaseline AI configuration with 2 S/Cs separated by 2 × 10 4 km orbit around the Earth was studied for GW sensitivity. In this work, we demonstrate the feasibility of a single-baseline 3 S/Cs formation in an Earth-like solar orbit AIGSO. To achieve the targeting orbit, the Clohessy and Wiltshire frame (CW frame) for one body problem could be used to preliminarily design the orbit to keep the approximately constant distance between S/Cs. [38] [39] [40] In our past works, we used CW frame to calculate/simulate the constellations orbits for LISA, 41 TAIJI, 42 and AMIGO 11 for obtaining preliminary initial conditions and then using the numerical method to optimize them. Now we apply the same procedure to the AIGSO mission orbit design.
We explore two Earth-trailing initial configurations for the AIGSO with trailing angle 10 degrees and 2 degrees. As we can expect, for the larger trailing angle configuration, the mission orbit could have more stable arm length because of the larger distance from the Earth gravitational perturbation. However, it may require larger distance communication, better control system, and a higher budget etc. The smaller trailing angle configuration would suffer more gravitational perturbation and would have shorter time in stabler mission orbit configuration.
Just like AMIGO, we initially calculate the AIGSO mission orbit as a LISA-like configuration but with three 10 km arms. AIGSO proposes to arrange three S/Cs in straight 10 km baseline as reviewed in Section 2.1. Then we choose the most stable arm from the three candidate arms as the configuration of AIGSO. Same as LISAlike orbit, the orbital plane formed by S/Cs will have nominal 60
• inclination w.r.t the ecliptic plane as shown in Fig. 3 . The S/Cs follow the geodesic and the length of baseline fluctuates with time. These orbits are geodesic mission orbits which are studied in Section 3. For AIGSO mission, it is essential to have a fixed baseline. In this case, at least two of three S/Cs will not follow the geodesics. From the achieved geodesic orbit, we can choose one free-fall S/C as a benchmark. Other two S/Cs follow it and adjust their position using thrusters to form a steady baseline. This configuration is a steady mission configuration. We simulate it and study the basic thruster requirement in Section 4.
Geodesic Mission Orbit
Orbit Selection
For a LISA-like orbit configuration, the orbit of each S/C is elliptic having an eccentricity e and inclination ι as described in Section 2.2. The angular velocity of frame rotation is Ω as same of the orbit rotation. Following the algorithm in reference 38 and our previous work in references 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46 , the first order parameter is given by α[= ι = l/(2R)], where l = 10 km is the nominal arm length between the S/Cs and the R is the radius of the S/Cs orbit. We initially choose the time t 0 = JD2462503.0 (2030-Jan-1st 12:00:00) as the starting point for the science observation. A set of S/C initial conditions in the heliocentric elliptical coordinate is defined in reference 38,
where ǫ ≃ 3.34 × 10 −8 ; orbital eccentricity e ≃ 1.93 × 10 −8 ; R = 1 AU; ψ k is the eccentric anomaly which is related to the mean anomaly Ω(t − t 0 ), and Ω is the average angular velocity which is 2π/(one sidereal year). The ψ k could be obtained by solving the equation numerically
The x k , y k , z k (k = 1, 2, 3) are defined as
where ϕ 0 = ψ E − θ and ψ E is the position angle of Earth w.r.t. the X-axis at t 0 in the ecliptic plane. Then the initial positions of the S/Cs in the heliocentric coordinate are
The initial velocities are obtained by calculating the derivatives of Eq. (5) at t = t 0 .
Numerical Mission Orbits
After we have the initial conditions from Eqs. (5)- (8) for 10-degree trailing angle configuration, we run the 1000 days simulation from t 0 = JD2462503.0 (2030-Jan1st 12:00:00) using our ephemeris framework CGC2.7.1, 46 and find that the initial orbits have the relatively good equal-arm performance at the beginning, and become worse with the time expanding. Then we empirically evolve the orbit backward in time for 500 days and reach JD2462003.0 (2028-Aug-19th 12:00:00). The orbit in this 500 days is comparable to the forward 500 days. Consequently, we combine these two periods result as shown in Fig. 4 . As we can see in the Fig. 4 left panel, the Arm1, formed by S/C2 and S/C3, is the most stable arm in the three. And the relative velocity between S/C2 and S/C3 also has smaller fluctuation than the other two pairs as shown in Fig. 4 right panel. Therefore, we choose the S/C2 and S/C3 as two end S/Cs (S/CI and S/CIII in Fig. 1 ) for AIGSO with 1000 mission days. For the middle S/C, it is named as S/CII.
The orbit variations with time for single-baseline AIGSO mission orbit are shown in The initial conditions of two S/Cs leading to this result are listed in Table 1 third column.
For the orbit with 10-degree trailing angle, the S/Cs is 2.6 × 10 7 km away from Earth, the orbit could be in a stable status for at least 1000 days as we simulated. While the mission cost may also be higher than the mission which is closer to the Earth. To explore the possible qualified orbit closer to Earth, using the method above, we initially choose the 2-degree trailing angle at the same epoch t 0 = JD2462503.0 (2030-Jan-1st 12:00:00). Then we evolve the orbit forward and backward as we did previously. We select the time JD2462448.0 (2029-Nov-07 12:00:00) as our new orbit starting time and simulate the 260 days orbit as shown in Fig. 6 .
Due to the Earth and Moon's gravitational perturbations, the stability of arm length becomes weaker than the orbit with 10-degree lagging angle. We only demonstrate the 260 days result. As we can see from the plots in Fig. 6 , the variation of arm length in 260 days is in 5%. The trailing angle is 0.5 deg at the initial position which the geocentric distance is 1.3 × 10 6 km, and it increases and reaches the 4 degrees at 150 days (nonetheless, we keep labeling this configuration as nominal 2-degree trailing angle). While the Sun-Earth Lagrangian point L1/L2 geocentric distance is ∼ 1.5 × 10 6 km. The velocities and accelerations in line-of-sight direction in the first 15 days change rapidly as shown in the middle row of Fig. 6 . After 15 days, the mission orbit becomes relatively stable as we plotted in Fig. 6 last row left panel. The initial conditions of the two S/Cs in the J2000 equatorial solar-system-barycentric coordinate system are listed in Table 1 fourth column.
Orbit Correction and Thruster Requirement
From the geodesic orbit achieved in Section 3, the arm length of AIGSO changes with time. To retain the constant baseline arm length, the thrusters are needed to adjust the position of the S/C. In this section, we investigate the thruster requirement in AIGSO mission. 
Thruster Acceleration
As shown in Fig. 1 , the S/CI is the spacecraft to send out the atomic beams. If the geodesic orbit of S/CI is chosen as the fiducial orbit, the required trajectories of S/CII and S/CIII to keep the baseline could be calculated by r traj,S/CI = r S/C2 r traj,S/CII = r S/C2 + r S/C3 − r S/C2 |r S/C3 − r S/C2 | × l/2,
where l = 10 km is the AIGSO proposed baseline length, r S/C2,3 is the geodesic position of S/C2, 3 calculated in Section 3. From Eq. (9) we can obtain the accel- 
Mission Time (day) Distance from S/C to Earth eration at a specific point in a trajectory by calculating the second derivative of position w.r.t. time.
The a traj is the acceleration to follow a trajectory. However, since the trajectories from Eq. (9) are not geodesics, the accelerations from Eq. (10) should be different from the gravitational acceleration in the solar system. The deviations between these two kinds of acceleration should be provided by the thruster action.
To obtain the instantaneous gravitational acceleration of S/CII and S/CIII in the solar system at a specific world point (i.e., a specific 3-dimension point at a certain epoch) in the trajectory, we insert the positions of S/CII and S/CIII from Eq. (9) into our ephemeris frame CGC2.7.1. The accelerations considered in our ephemeris frame include: 1). the Newtonian and post-Newtonian gravitational acceleration from the Sun, 8 major planets, Pluto, Moon, Ceres, Pallas, and Vesta, 47 2) the acceleration due to the figure effects from the Sun and Earth (the Sun 2nd-degree and the Earth 2-4 degree zonal harmonics), 3) the Newtonian perturbations from the selected 340 asteroids, 48, 49 
The explicit form of Eq. (11) of interactions in the CGC ephemeris framework is fully described in references 39, 43, 46.
The thruster acceleration to maintain the constant arm length trajectories is calculated by
The results for 10-degrees and 2-degree lagging angle configurations are shown in Fig. 7 . It is less than ∼ 30 pm/s 2 for the designed trajectories of S/CII and S/CIII. Assuming the weight of a S/C is 1000 kg, thrusters with 30 nano-Newton (30 nN) is required to adjust the S/C. This requirement is ready met by the current thruster technology.
Alternate Linear Formation and Its Thruster Acceleration Compensation
In Section 2, we applied CW frame to design a nearly constant formation. This approach is necessary for 2-dimensional formation. However, if AIGSO needs only 1-dimensional formation, this can be in the ecliptic plane for AIGSO mission concept. For this alternative, we simulate with an orbit around the Sun in the ecliptic plane with 10-degree trailing angle. The plots of 360 days mission orbit without optimization are shown in Fig. 8 . The arm length variations are comparable to the result we have achieved in Section 3. the thruster requirement is also at the same level. The initial conditions of the S/Cs are listed in the fifth column of Table 1 .
Discussions and Conclusions
(i) The linear orbit configuration with ∼ 60 degrees inclination with constant arm length of AIGSO could be maintained with thruster requirement ∼ 15 pm/s 2 in 3 years with lagging behind the Earth angle change from 8 degrees to 12 degrees, and with ∼ 30 pm/s 2 in 245 days with lagging behind the Earth angle range from 0.5 degree to 4 degrees, respectively. The case in the ecliptic plane without inclination of Section 4.2 also satisfies a similar thruster requirement.
(ii) The 0.5 degree to 4 degrees case could be used as a pathfinder formation orbit. The transfer orbit for this case requires shorter period from low Earth orbit (200 km altitude) as in the case of AMIGO. This orbit could also be used as the first part of the transfer orbit for the 8 degrees to 12 degrees case.
(iii) In actual feedback of thrusters to maintain the constant formation, the thruster action and the inertial mass position adjustment could be done in alternate time lapse. How this would be implemented needs careful studies.
(iv) The method used in this work could also be applied to other mission concepts which need to maintain the orbit configuration precisely, for instance, B-DECIGO and DECIGO. 
